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In what follows G will denote an arbitrarily given group of linear 
homogeneous transformations in n variables, and A the general trans- 
formation 
(1) x~'---- a~l xl -}- a~.~ x~ -}-. 9 9 -}- ay., x n (~ ----- 1, 2,. . . ,  n) 
of G. The group can be either continuous or discontinuous. I shall 
demonstrate a theorem (theorem 1 below), embodying conditions ne- 
cessary and sufficient for the irreducibility of a group of linear homo- 
geneous transformations, and supplementary to H. Maschke's well known 
theorem, that such a group is reducible if some one or more of the 
non-diagonal coefficients of the group are zero throughout in all trans- 
formations of the group.*) Further, I apply the theorem in question to 
show, when G is generated by infinitesimal transformations, that certain 
conditions not involving a knowledge of the invariants of the group, or 
necessarily its finite equations, are sufficient for irreducibility. See 
theorem 3. Finally, I show by the aid of the latter theorem that no 
group in n variables xl, x,, . . . ,  x,, generated by r infinitesimal trans- 
formations 
~ (i= 1, 2,.. r), x ,= + +. . .  + (x) ., 
whose constants of multiplication are c~j k (i, j, k~-1, 2 , . . . ,  r), contains 
a subgroup invariant to the adjoined of G, if an integer i can be 
found, for each pair of distinct integers j and k from 1 to n, for 
which cuk =~ 0, and if, at the same time, the adjoined contains an infini- 
*) ~ath. Ann., vol. 52 (1899), p. 368. 
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the coefficients gl, g~, ", gr tesimal transformation .q~ e~ e~ in which . 9 
i= l  
are all distinct. See theorem 4. 
Conformally with the notion set forth by Cayley in his 'Memoir on 
Matrices'*), linear homogeneous transformations, or their matrices, will 
be regarded as capable of being subjected to the fundamental operations 
of algebra; and, in general, a linear homogeneous transformation will be 
identified with its matrix. 
We may consider equations (1) as representing a group of deforma- 
tions (linear homogeneous trains) of n-fold space; and G is termed 
reducible if there is a v-fiat (0 < v < n) invariant to G, otherwise irre- 
ducible. When G is reducible, but not otherwise, the matrices of the 
collective transformations of G, for a proper choice of coordinates, take 
the form 
A'= IA I' 0 
/ A~I, A:~ ' 
where A~l and A~ are square matrices of order v and n -  v respectively, 
and Al~ is a rectangular matrix with n -  v rows and n columns; and, 
thus, we have 
(3 )  A = CA'C- 1, 
where C represents the transformation of coordinates in question.**) 
The collective coefficients of the group G may be restricted to an 
arbitrarily given domain of rationality. In this case, G is said to be 
reducible with respect to 1~ if ~here is a v-fiat (0 < v < n) invarian~ to G, 
the coefficients of whose equations belong to B; otherwise, irreducible 
with respect to B. If G is irreducible with respect to B, but not other- 
wise, we have as above A= CA'C -1, for a properly chosen transfor- 
mation C of coordinates (which may be so taken that its coefficients all 
belong to R), where now all the coefficients of A' belong to B.***) 
If G is reducible with respect o 13, it is reducible with respect to the 
domain of all scalars red and imaginary,, that is, is reducible according 
to the foregoing definition. 
In what follows I shall denote by T~r ( i , j= 1, 2, ..., n) the trans- 
:forma'tion 
(4)  x' 9 ' ' =  ' - -  - -  i~0 ,  " ,  x~- l - -0 ,  x~ xj~ x,-+i O, ., ~ O, 
the coefficients of whose matrix are all zero, except that in the i ~h row 
9 ) Phil. Trans., 1858, p. 17; see ~lso 'Memoir on the Automorphic Linear Tra~s- 
formation of a Bipartite Quadrir Function', ibid., p. 39. 
9 *) Of. A. Loewy, Trans. Am. Math. See.., vol. I (1908), p. 44. 
9 **) Of. A. Loewy, loc. cir., p. 59. 
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and jth column, which is equal to unity. This transformation may be 
represented by the bilinear form xiy j. The n 2 transformations which we 
obtain by giving to i and j all integer values from 1 to n are linearly 
independent; and we have 
(5) Ti~ T~k = Tik , Ti~ T,, k = 0 (i,j, h, k= 1, 2, ..., n; h=~j). 
Every linear transformation what;ever in n variables may be expressed 
linearly in terms of these n 9" transformations; and, in particular, for the 
general transformation of G, we have 
i=1  2"----i 
I shah denote by m the max imum number of linear independen~ ~rans- 
formations of G; and by A_l, A~, --., A_,~, where A~ (i= i~ 2,..., m) is 
defined by 
(7) x ' - -  .~')~1xl + a('),.3 x~ +. . .  + a ('),.~ x~ (~ = 1, 2,. 9 n), 
any arbitrarily chosen sys~m of m linearly independent transformations 
of G. From (6), it follows thai; the maximum number m of linearly in- 
dependent trans/brmations of G cannot exceed n 2. Every transformation of
G is expressible linearly in terms of A1, A~, . . . ,  Am; since, otherwise, 
G would contain more than m l inearly independent transformations. For 
the general transformation A of G we have 
(8) A = ~1A1 + %A~ +. . .  + %Am, 
that is, 
r a (~) wce  (~) . .  ~ a (m) (9) a a ~ .~n t- z ~.~+' -t- m ,a (~, ~-- -1 ,2 , ' ' ' ,n) .  
Moreover, we hgve 
"(10) A~A+ = 7~j~ A~ + 7,~ A2 + ' "  + 7~A m (i, ~=- 1, 2, . . . ,  r), 
since AiA J is a transformation of G for every pair of values of i and j 
from 1 to m. From (5) a.d (6) ~e obtain 
(11) T ,  AT~ ---- a,~T~.~ ( i , j= 1, 2, -.., n); 
thereibre, in particular, 
(12) r,A~ r .  ~?) = ,~ T.~ ( i , j=  1, 2 , . . . ,  n; h= 1, 2 , . . . ,  m). 
The totality of linear homogeneous transformations 
(13) 0 i= a~A1 + %A~ +. . .  + amain, 
where a~, %, . . . ,  a,~ are arbitrary scalars, constitutes a group; sine% if 
(14) li~-----biA i -I" b~..~ --}---..-.1- ]~mylm, 
we have, by (10), 
m m m 
(15) 
i= I  j~--i /c----1 
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Since A1, A~, . . . ,  A,~ are linearly independent, this group contains m 
essential parameters. Every transformation of G is a transformation of  
this group. Therefore, if G contains r essential parameters m >= r. 
By a theorem of W. Burns ide 's ,  the group G is irreducible if, and 
only if', m = n ~, that is, if, and only i[~ it contains n ~ linearly indeloendent 
transformations.*) In what follows I shall establish, by the aid of  
Burnside's theorem, a theorem supplementary to Maschke's theorem 
referred to above. Namely, I shall show that ihe group G is reducible 
if, and only if~ either some one, or more, non-diagonal coefficients, of G are 
zero throughout in all transformations of G, or i f  the n transformations 
'=0 ,  9 ' =0 ,  x'---- " =0,  x" = O, Xl " "' X i - -1  i X i  ~ X i+ l  " " "' n 
for i-~ 1, 2, . . . ,  n, cannot all be ex2ressed linearly in terms of the trans- 
formations of G. 
Let us first assume that G is irreducible. Then, by Burnside's 
theorem, m = n ~, that is, G contains n ~ linearly independent transformations 
A1, A~, . . . ,  A.,~. By (6), the transformations A1, As, . . . ,  A~ are ex- 
pressible linearly in terms of the n ~ linear transformations 
1'~ ( i , j=  l, 2, . . . ,  n),  
namely, the n ~ transformations 
'=  .. x' =0 ,  x' -~ ' =0 ,  x '=0 (16) x 1 0, ", ~-1 . x., x~+ 1 . . . ,  
( i , j= 1, 2,. . . ,  n); 
and, since the former are linearly independent, he latter, m particular 
the n transformations T, ,  for i=  1, 2,.. . ,  n, can be expressed linearly in 
terms of A 1, Ag., - 9 A.:. Thus, let 
(17) Tu=c!~).A~ +c~: )A~+. . .+c(~)A~ (i,j-~l, 2,...,n). ,~ "j i j  
If  possible~ let some one coefficient a~ of the general transformation A
of G be zero throughout in all transformations of this group for some 
definite pair of values of h and k ( l=<h=<n,  l _<k=<n) .  Then in 
particular, a (~) -(~) ~('~) --- O; 




~) Prec. Lend. Math. See., 2 ~d set., vol. 8 (1905), p. 438. 
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which is impossible. Therefore, if G is irreducible, the n transformations 
T~ (i----1, 2, -.-, n) are expressible linearly in terms of transformations 
of G, and no coefficient of G is zero throughout. 
Let us now assume that each of the n transformations 
r,, (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n) 
is expressible linearly in terms of transformations of G; in which case, 
by (8), each of these n transformations i  expressible in terms of any 
system A1, A~, . . . ,  A,~ of the maximum number of linearly independent; 
transformations of G; thus let 
(18)  r . .  = c (~) A~ + c (~) A +. . .  + c(,")A~ ( i=  1,~, . . . ,m) .  
: ,  i i 2 
Let us also assume that no non-diagonal coefficient of G is zero throughout; 
in which case, for each pair of distinct integers i and j from 1 to n, aa 
integer k can be found (1 < k ~ m) such that a!k. ) =~ 0. For, otherwise, - - - -  - - -  :3  
if for a assigned pair of values of i and j (j ~ i), 
a!~.) = a!~. ) . . . . .  a!~. ) = 0, 
'0 :3 :3 
then, by (9), a~ = 0, that is, some one coefiicient of G, outside the dia- 
gonal, is zero throughout in each transformation A of G, which is con- 
trary to supposition. Therefore, for each pair of integers i and j from 1 
to n, j =~ i, we have, by (12) and (18), 
i r ,&T , ,  (to) 
m m 
- -~  a!~j ~ vj A hA  k A t 
~2 = l=  1 
m m m m 
= ~ c c (0 Aq 7hk~ 7p~ , 
tJ h=l  l=1  1o=1 ~=1 
by (10). Thus, the n ~ linearly independent transformations T~s (i,j= 1,2,...,n) 
are expressible linearly in terms of the m transformations A1, A~, . . . ,  A m 
Whence it follows that m = n~; and, therefore, by Burnside's theorem, 
G is irreducible. 
We have, therefore, the following theorem: 
Theorem 1. An arbitrarily given group G of linear homogeneous 
transformations 
x'~ = a~.l xl + ax~ x~ +. . .  + a~., x~ (~ = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n) 
in n variables is irreducible if, and only if, each of the n transformations 
t xl O, ., x~_~ O, x '=  " = O, x'~ = O, . . . .  i Xi'  Xi+I  "" "' 
for i=  1, 2 , . . . ,  n, is expressible linearly in terms of transformations of 
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the group, and if, at the same tim G no one, or more, non-diagonal coefficients 
of  G are zero throughout in al~ transformations of G. 
Let now G be any group whatever of linear homogeneous transfor- 
raa~ions whose coefficients lie in an arbitrary domain B. If Cr is irre- 
ducible with respect to the domain of all scalars real and imaginary, 
a fortiori, it is irreducible with respect o R. Therefore, from theorem 1 
we obtain the following theorem: 
Theorem 2. Let G be any group of ~inear homogeneous transfor- 
mations in n variables whose coefficients are all contained in the arbitrarily 
given domain R of rationality. Then, G is irreducible i f  no non-diagonal 
coefficient of G is zero throughout, and if each of the n transformations 
"=0,  ' =0 ,  x'= x" =0,  x '=O Xl "" "~ Xi--1 i XI~ i+ l  " " "~ n 
for i ~- 1, 2, . . . ,  n is expressible linearly in terms of transformations of @. 
We may apply this theorem to show very readily that the subgroup 
of proper orthogonal substitutions in n > 2 variables whose coefficients 
lie wholly in an arbitrarily given domain ~ is irreducible. I~ suffices t;o 
prove this theorem for 23 = 1. Let G denote this subgroup. The coeffi- 
cients of a proper orthogonal substitution in n variables are functions, 
1 rational in the domain 23----1, of ~n(n- -1 )  parameters; and, therefore, 
each system of rational values of the parameters gives a transformation 
of G. Moreover, no coefficient of a proper orthogonal transformation is
zero for nil values; and, therefore, no coefficient is zero for all rational 
values of the parameters. Wherefore, for each pair of integers i and j 
from 1%0 n, there is a rational system of values of the parameters, ~nd, 
%herefore, a transformation A of G, for which a~# 0. Whence i~ follows, 
that no coefficient of G is zero throughout; and therefore, we have only 
~o show, for n > 2, that each of the n transformations T , (i-----1,2,...,n) 
can be expressed linearly in terms of transformations of the group. To 
esiablish this, let S o denote the identical ~ransformation, and let 
( i=  2, 3, ..., 
denote t;he proper orthogonal substitution 
x'-- ' -.. ' ---- x'~- ' = ... . i ~X 1~ X,~-~-X~, , X i - i  X i - I~  ~ ~X~,  X i+ I  X i+ l~ ~ 3~ ~ Xr, 
The n substitutions So, S1," 9 -, S~_~ are all transformations of G. If now 
eoZo + e lSv+ . " . + c . _13 ._1  -= 0 
then 
c o -- c 1 -- e~ . . . . .  c~_ 1 = 0, 
and, for k ---- 2, 3, . . ., n - -  I, 
Co+ c~+.  9 9 + %_~- -  c~+ c~+ t + 9 9 9 + c , _~= 0. 
But lh~ ~esultant of this system of equaiions is equal to (-- 1)" 2 *- ~ (n --  2), 
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being the determinant whose constituents in the principal diagonal and 
in the first row are all equal to --1, except that in the first row and 
column, which, and also the remaining constituents, is equal to + 1. There- 
fore, if n>2,  the transformations So, $1,...,  S,_ I are linearly independent; 
and since these transformations are expressible linearly in terms of 
Tll , T~, . . . ,  T,~, the latter, if n > 2, can be expressed linearly in terms 
of So, $1, . . . ,  S._1, and, thus, in terms of proper orthogonal substitu- 
tions, which was to be proved. 
w 
By the aid of theorem 1, I shall establish certain criteria for the 
reducibility of a group of linear homogeneous transformations generated 
by infinitesimal transformations. Let G be generated by the r (r ~ m) 
independent infinitesimal transformations X1, X2 , . . . ,  X~, where 
(2o) x~ = ~ ~y b('~1.  ~ ~-x~ (i = l, 2,..., ~). 
y.=l 2=1 
t shall denote by B, the matrix of X i ( i=  1, 2, ..., r): thus, 
b(;) ~(i) . . .  h(O 
11 ' ~12 , , V ln  
h(O h(O . . .  b (0 (~)  B ,= ~, - .~ '  ' ~- 
b(0 b (~) . b(O 
~I '  n2 '  " " '  nn  
Then for the general transformation A of G we have 
r 
(i = i ,  2,... ,  r). 
~ t i B i r r r 
(2~)  A = e;-=~ = 1 + t,, B. + -~ t. t~, ~,, B,. +..., 
/x=l iz=l i~=i 
where tl, t~, ..., t r are arbitrary scalars. The matrices BI, B~,..., B~ 
are linearly independent, being the matxices of independent infinitesimal 
transformations of G. In what follows, it is not necessary to distinguish 
between an infinitesimal transformation and its matrix. 
~ is not an infinitesimal transformation of G, then m If x Ox,, ,, 
"=~ .~ 0 is an is at least as great as r + 1. In the first place, if x,-~-~ 
infinitesimal transformation of the group, the matrix unity is expressible 
li.o~ly ~ te~ o~ B,, ~,- . ,  ~; ~nd oo.~o-*. For, if ~ ~/~; 
is an infinitesimal transformation of G, we have 
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which is equivalent o 
~ = 71 b(~)~.~ + 7~ b(~),~ + 9 " " + 7~ b (~)~.~ (x, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n)  
where ~.~= 1, ~ .~=0 ( i=~x);  and this system of equations is equi- 
valent to 
1 = 71B1 + 7~ B~ +. . .  + 7,.B,.. 
Next, let 
1 (2a) 
where p is an arbitrary scalar; and, if possible, let 
(24) Co + clA~ + c~As +""  + c,A~ = 0 
for all values of ~; that is, for all values of 0 let, simultaneously, 
_(1) c a (0 = 0 (r, i = 1, 2,- . .  n), (25) c o ~ + c~%~ +- . .  + ~ ~ , 
where ~ ~. = 1, e~.~ = 0 (i =~) ,  the scalars %.~-(0 ( i=  1 ,2 , . . . , r )  being the 
coefficients of A~. Since these coefficients are transcendental integral 
functions of 0, if equations (25) have a solution other than 
Co = C 1 . . . . .  c~=O,  
we may take co, cl, . . - ,  c~ to be integral functions of ~; and, thus, we 
may put 
(26) c~ = c(~ + cm~ +-i-~ c(2)~ 2 +. . .  (i = 1, 2, . . . ,  r), 
in which case equation (24) becomes 
(27) c /-4- c ) +p  c 1-4- c ~) -{- c (~ 
i= I  i=l  i= l  
+ -F c -4- c, (.2) c (1) c (~ -]- . . . .  0, 
i= I  i= l  i= I  
i= I  
(29) c ) + ~ i .a '  ~'~ c!1) + c(~ B~=0,  
i= I  i=1 
.(o) O, c~  ~ ~t -- (28) 
c ) + c 9) + 2 c <1) ~ + c <~ ~ = 0. 
"= i= l  i= l  
on substituting for A1, A~, etc., their expressions in terms of ~I, /~,  etc. 
Since this equation holds for all values of e, we have, in particular, 




since, otherwise, by (29) the matrix unity is expressible linearly in terms 
of B1, B~, . . . ,  B~, which is contrary to supposition. Therefore, since 
~x, B~,. 9 B~ are linearly independent, c~0) ---- 0 (i -=-- 1, 2, . . . ,  r); whence, 
by (28), C(o ~ = 0. Thus we have 
(a2) 40) = ~7) . . . . .  c~) = o. 
Further, 
(33) 4" = el ~) . . . . .  ~;~) = o. 
For, from (3O) and (32), we aeri~e 
whence follows 
(34) 
i=1  t= l  
c(~') A- ~,~ c (2) = O, 0 
i=1 
since, otherwise, the matrix unity is expressible linearly in terms of 
B1, B~, . - . ,  B r. Therefore, since ~1, B2 , "  ", B~ are linearly independent, 
v! 1) ----0 ( i - -1 ,  2 , . . . ,  r); whence, by (31), we have c~ 1) ----0. Again, by 
~he aid of the preceding equations and those obtained by putting equal 
~o zero the terms in (27) involving 08, we have 
(35) C~o2> = c l  ~) . . . . .  C~r ~) ---- 0; 
etc., etc. Wherefore, 
(36) c o ~ c 1 . . . . .  cr = 0 
:for all values of O; and~ thus, A1, A2 , . . . ,  A m and the identical transfor- 
mation are linearly independent; that is, m >r -4 -1 .  Consequently, ff
r-----n ~-  1 and G does not contain the infinitesimal transformation 
X x OXx' the group is irreducible, by Burnside's theorem, since in 
this case m----n ~. 
If r = n ~, since m ~_ r, we have m = n ~, and G is irreducible, which 
is otherwise evident, since in this case G is the general linear homo- 
geneous group. 
Let us assume that no non-diagonal coefficient of the matrices of the 
collective infinitesimal ~ransformations of G is zero throughout for all the 
infinitesimal transformations of this group. That is, let us assume that 
no non-diagonal coefficien~ is zero in each of the matrices/~l, B~,- . . ,  ~ 
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of the respective infinitesimal transformations x~, x~, . . . ,  x~ of G; and~ 
therefore, for each pair of distinct integers i and j from 1 to n, we can 
find an infinitesimal transformation ]~ (1 < k < r) for which b!~ ) =~= 0 .  
Or, otherwise expressed~ let us assume that 
b~ ~) + O, ~,(*'*) + O; 9 9 b (~ ~) + O, ~13 "7 1 r 
b(*~) + 0, h (*~) =~ 0, b (*~) 
where kvq (p, q---- 1, 2 , . . . , r ;  q =~p) are integers not less than 1 nor 
greater than r. Let i and j be any definile but arbitrary pair of distinct, 
integers from 1 to n; and let 
1 (37) A '= e e~k = 1 + 0B~ + ~- q~ JB~ ~ +. . . ,  
where 0 is an arbitrary scalar. For O sufficiently small, the non-diagonal 
coefficients of A' will differ as little as we please from the corresponding 
non-diagonal coefficients of ~B~. Therefore, since b(k)is + 0, we have a~j' ~ 0 
for 0 sufficiently small. Whence, since A '= e eB~ is a transformation of" 
G, it follows that no non-diagonal coefficien~ of G is zero throughouk 
Therefore, by theorem 1, if also each of the n transformations 
T ,  ( i=1,  2 , . . . ,  n) can be expressed linearly in ~erms of transformations 
of G, this group is irreducible. 
Let us next assume that r~n- -1  and that G contains n - -1  in- 
finitesimal transformations 
j= l  
such that 
h(0xl O 9 a i~(;) x x = + +. . .  + . . 
( i - -  1, 2 , . . . ,  n -  1), 
1, e ~t) . . .  e ~(1~-1) 
1 eC . .  . +0. 
e , 0 , . . . ,  0 
0 ~ e ~ , . . . ,0  
0 , 0 , . . . ,e  r 
(i--- 1,2,...,  n - - l ) .  
The transformations ~,  ~ , . . . ,  ~n-~ are transformations of G, being 
(~- 2) 
1, e ~)  . . .  e ~- 9 
Let i~ i (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,n - - l )  denote the matrix of Y~; and let 
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generated by infinitesimal transformations of G; and, together with tho 
identical transformation (which is also a transformation of G), are linear 
in Til , T~, . . - ,  T~. Moreover, 911, 9~, . . . ,  ~- l ,  and the identical 
transformation, are linearly independent. For, if 
C O 2i- ClOt 1 ~- """ ~- Cn_ l~n_  1 = O, 
we have, simultaneously, 
b(n- 1) 
Co+Cie~l l+ . . .+c ,_ ie"  =0 (~=l ,  2,...,n), 
which is impossible, since the resultant of these equations is, by sup- 
position, not equal to zero. Therefore, in the case supposed, the n 
ta-ansfonnations Tll , T~, . . . ,  T,, are expressible linearly in terms of 
transformations of G. 
We have, therefore, the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3. Let G be any group of linear homogeneous transformations 
in n variables generated by r independent infinitesimal transformations 
X1, Xp , . . . ,  X r where 
X, =~ ~ b (0~ x~ Ox,O (i =- 1, 2,..., r). 
x=l  ,~---1 
X Then G is irreducible if r ~ n ~-  1 and x~. ~ is not an infinitesimal 
transformation of the group. Eurther, G is irreducible if no non-diagonal coef- 
ficient is zero in each of the matrices of the respective infinitesimal trans- 
formations X1, X~, ..., Xr, that is, if an integer k (1 ~k gr )  can be found, 
corresponding to each pair of distinct integers i and j from 1 to n, such 
that b (k) ~ + O, and if, at the same time, each of the n transformations 
" " X: ' ' x i=O,  . . . ,  x i - i~O,  ~----xi, xi+i~-O, . . . ,  x,-~O, 
for i =~ 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, can be expressed linearly in terms of transformations 
of G. Therefore, in particular, G is irreducible if, corresponding to each 
pair of distinct integers i and j from 1 to n, an integer k can be found 
such that b (k) ~ ~ O, and if, at the same time, G contains n - 1 infinitesimal 
transformations 
Y~ =~ -k~(~) x~. Ox~ ~ (i---- 1, 2, . . ., n--1)~ 
g=l  
such that 
i, fi), ..., 2 
1, e ~1) "'" e ~(~-l) +0 
1,  e ~)  ", (n - i )  
9 . e~n 
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We can determine whether or not the group G, generated by in- 
finitesimal transformations, i  reducible, as soon as we know its invariants 
general and special; namely, we have only to ascertain whether among 
these invariants is a v-flat (0 < v < n). It is Ym be noted that the above 
theorem does not require a knowledge of the invariants of the group. 
To illustrate the application of this ~heorem, it may be applied to the 
proper orthogonal group in n variables. As is well known, this ~_'oup 
has no finite invariant flat (except he origin) when n > 2 and, thus, for 
i n (n-- 1) infinitesimal transformations n > 2, is irreducible. The r ---- E
of this group are 
a ~ (i----1,2,...,n; j - - - - i+ l , i+2 , . . . ,n ) .  X o =x j  ax i x~ a~ 
Therefore, no coefficient in the collective infinitesimal transformations of
the group is zero throughout. Moreover, as shown pag. 362, when n > 2, 
there are n linearly independent transformations So, S t , . . . ,  Sn_ 1 of the 
group of the form 
f f : 
x i = qlx l ,  x~ = O~x2,  9  x~ = p~x~; 
and, therefore, the transformations Ti~ (i ----1, 2, . . ., n) can be expressed 
linearly in terms of transformations of the group. Whence, by theorem 3, 
the group is irreducible if n > 2. 
Finally, let (~ be any group in n variables generated by r independent 
infinitesimal transformations 
a a a ( i=1,2 , . .  r), a~, = ~,,(x) ~ + ~,,(x) ~ +. . .  + ~,~(,) a~ ", 
whose constants of composition are cok (i, j, k= 1 ,2 , . . . , r ) .  The infini- 
tesimal transformations of the adjoined of @ are 
r r 
1 %  
E, 
j= l  k= l  
and, if this group contains no invariant v-flat (v<r ) ,  tha~ is, if the 
adjoined is irreducible, there is no subgroup of ~ invariant to the ad- 
joined. It is to be noted that ~he adjoined will contain r -- 1 infinitesimal 
transformations 
..(1)~ 8 AO. ~ A;) ~) Yi zi ~ + +. . .  + e (i----- 1, 2, ..., 1), 
for which g~l) - i) 
1, e ~ . . . ,  e g~r 
1 e '~i) e '(~-') , ~ " ' ' ,  
1, e '(j) e gcf- ~) 
+0, 
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i f  it contains an infinitesimal transformation 
glel -~  H-g~e~ -~t + "'"-F grer Oer 
in  which no two of the g's are equal. We have now, as a consequence 
of  ~heorem 3, the following theorem: 
T h e o r em 4. Let ~ be any group in n variables generated by the r 
independent infinitesimal transformations El, ~., 9 " ", ~r, where 
~ ~ (i = 1, 2,. .  r), ~, = ~,l (x) ~ + ~,~(x) ~ +. . .  + ~,n(x) ox~ ", 
whose constants of composition are cu~ (i, j ,  k= l, 2 , . . . ,  r). Then ff~ 
vontains no subgroup invariant to the adjoined group, if, for each pair 
o f  distinct integers j and k from 1 to r ,  an integer i (1 ~ i ~_r) can be 
found such that c~ k ~-O, and if, at the same time, each of the r trans- 
formations 
t f e r I el ---- O, 9 9 e~_~ = O, ~ = e~, e~+~ = O, 9 9 er ~-  O, 
]'or i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  r, can be expressed linearly in terms of transformations 
o f  the adjoined. The latter condition is satisfied if  the adjoined contains 
~, -  1 infinitesimal transformations 
g(~) ~ Ao ~ A0 ^  ~ (i = 1, 2,.. r - - l )  e~-~ +~ e +. . .+~ %~ ", 
such that g(1) 
I, e , " ' ' ,  eglr 1) 
l, fi'), ..., f i -~)+o;  
1, e ~(2 ~?-') 7 " ' ' ,  e 
,and, therefore, in particular, i f  the adjoined contains an infinitesimal trans- 
formation 
glel ~ "F g2e2 -~  +""  + g,e, ~e, 
/'or which the coefficients gl, g~,'" ", g, are all distinct. 
